Tech oars' maneuvers fail; cox catches crab

By Fonda Peters

Combine an action on the Charles this weekend capped the end of a brilliant season for MIT oarsmen and woman coops.

In the featured races, MIT stormed home triumphantly in finishing only 1 lb. behind highly-ranked Georgetown and Columbia, traditional upstarts of the East. The 150-pound engineer boat (which has to cheat to make weight) tried to psyche-out the opponents by severely understroking through the back of the race, rowing at 19 strokes per minute as compared to Georgetown's 39 and Columbia's 34. However, the Teckmen, stroked by Eiller Paid '73 and coxed by Seldon Tickle '72, felt too far behind after the start, and neither of their foes could see them to be psych-ed-out.

This was the last race of the season for the lightweight varsity, who have had a good season thus far, distinguished by dominating issues to Woods Tech and Newton College of the Sacred Heart. Coach'd by former MIT crew nondescript Tonguetwist, and eating the crab Leftout decided he thought he said "Spirit" so they called for a sprint; the crew his oar. Then cox Dave Burps Kernelhand didn't like that, so strokes short of the finish line, the fatweights displayed a novel way of blowing a race already in the fatweights displayed a novel way of blowing a race already in the.

In their race last Saturday, the crew displayed a novel patsy of the East. The 150-pound engineer boat could see everyone, and neither of their foes could see them to be psych-ed-out.

By Mitchel Tiredag

There was a stratal article scheduled to appear in this space. The target of the article decided, without informing anyone concerned with the management, that he was offended by it. He threw the article away; the loss was not discovered until it was too late to replace the article.

The editor wishes to thank Mr. Fiertag for his unwinking efforts of behalf of keeping this paper from coming out.
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